ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Association rules on transaction database were first introduced by Agrawal (1993) . By using its Apriori algorithm, large itemsets satisfying the minimum support and association rules based on the minimum confidence could be discovered. Since then, a large number of efficient algorithms using the hash-based technique (Park, Chen, & Yu, 1995) , transaction reduction (Han & Fu, 1995) , the partition technique (Mannila, Toivonen, & Verkamo, 1994) , and sample datasets to prune the number of passes on the data (Toivonen, 1996) have been introduced.
Association rules traditionally use transactional data that focus on a single dimension or predicate (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994; Han & Fu, 1995; Mannila, Toivonen, & Verkamo, 1994; Park, Chen, & Yu, 1995; Savasere, Omiecinski, & Navathe, 1995) . However, this is not adequate since real life data usually involves more than one dimension or predicate. Subsequently, traditional association rules were developed to solve the multidimensional model (Guenzel, Albrecht, & Lehner, 1999; Kamber et al., 1997) . Kamber at al. (1997) exposed the idea of mining association rules in a multidimensional data model. Their algorithm focuses only on presenting association rules in a multidimensional model, which involves more than one dimension in transactional data. However, this algorithm did not discuss the hierarchies that are also characteristic of a multidimensional model. Later on, a new algorithm (Guenzel, Albrecht, & Lehner, 1999) was proposed to support mining multidimensional databases by hierarchy using an online analytical processing (OLAP) approach.
Apparently, both concepts in Guenzel, Albrecht, and Lehner (1999) and Kamber et al. (1997) miss the most important attribute, which is the measurement of aggregate data in a Data Warehouse (DW). The data in a DW contains only summarised data such as quantity sold, amount sold, and etcetera. No transactions data is stored. In this paper, we focus on providing a framework for mining association rules both on non-repeatable predicates and repeatable predicates in data warehouses by concentrating on the measurement of aggregate data.
Here, we propose four algorithmsHAvg, VAvg, ModusFilter, and WMAvgto provide efficient data initialisation for mining association rules in data warehouses by concentrating on the measurement of aggregate data, specifically its quantity. Then we apply those algorithms both to nonrepeatable predicates using GenNLI, and repeatable predicates using ComDims, and GenHLI, which is known as mining hybrid association rules.
As shown in Figure 1 , we provide a framework for mining association rules in a data warehouse. We use quantity data in a fact table to explain our approach. There are three steps to perform in order to derive an initialised data for mining association rules in a data warehouse. First, we select the data warehouse that we want to mine. Secondly, we use user input variables to decide the dimensions that will be used along with the single or interval data to find the interesting patterns. Finally, we use our approach: HAvg, VAvg, ModusFilter, and WMAvg algorithms to produce data initialisation based on the information derived from the two previous steps (see Figure  1 ). Then we mine the DW using data initialisation from those proposed algorithms to mine non-repeatable association rules and the repeatable predicate, which is known as mining hybrid association rules.
HAvg, VAvg and WMAvg algorithms work by selecting the average measurement of aggregate data in a DW with multidimensional structures such as average quantity sold, average price, and so forth. We prune all the rows in the fact table, which have less than the average quantity, since we assume that rows with quantities less than its average will not form any association rules. The main differences between these algorithms are: HAvg finds the average quantity of the defined dimensions horizontally while VAvg finds the average quantity of the defined dimensions vertically and WMAvg selects the weighted moving average quantity of the defined dimensions vertically.
Using the VAvg algorithm, we find the average quantity of the selected dimension vertically. We illustrate how the VAvg algorithm works in Table 1 . Here we use only two dimensions: Times dimension for a week's sales only, and Products dimension for only Beer and Bread. Times dimension works as a grouping dimension. So the attributes of Products dimension will be grouped according to its time frames (see Figure 2 for the detail of those dimensions).
Suppose we want to find the average quantity of Products dimension in a vertical manner. First we search the vertical average quantity for Beer from the first row, Monday, to the last row, Sunday. The average quantity of that product is 217.14. Then we eliminate all attributes of that particular product that are less than its average quantity (e.g., 100,120,200) . Finally, we repeat the same processes for Bread, counting the vertical average quantity in the Products dimension (e.g., 142.14) and then delete all attributes that are less than its horizontal average quantity (e.g., 125, 80, 110, 100) .
Basically, the HAvg algorithm finds the average quantity of the defined dimensions horizontally. As shown in Table 2 , we use two dimensions: Products dimension and Customers dimension to illustrate how the HAvg algorithm works (see Figure 2 for the detail of those dimensions). Products dimension is used as the grouping dimension with three different products (e.g., sausage, milk, bread). Thus, attributes on the Customers dimension will be grouped based on Products dimension accordingly. On the Customers dimension, it used Location Id as the attributes which are Clayton(CL), Caulfield(CA), Richmond(RIC), and Chadstone(Chad). First, we search the average quantity of Sausage horizontally from the first row across the Customers dimension. The average quantity of that product is 143. Then we delete all attributes from the Customers dimension that are fewer than its average quantity [e.g., CL(100), Chad(125) ]. Finally, we continue until we have finished counting all the average quantities for Milk and Bread horizontally.
The WMAvg algorithm selects the weighted moving average measurement of aggregate data in a DW, such as quantity sold, amount sold, and so forth. The intention is to emphasise that the latest quantity Figure 1 . A generic framework for mining association rules in a data warehouse of purchases of a certain product will contribute the greatest chance of the next purchase of that product (Lowry et al., 1992) . The weighted moving average is counted from the SUM of record data. Based on this consideration, we are interested only in providing relevant data that satisfy the weighted moving average measurement of aggregate data in a DW. This will reduce the number of rows in a DW that we are not interested in mining and, consequently, this will reduce the time spent processing in order to find the interesting rules.
For example, we want to pre-process data for mining association rules in a DW by focusing on a certain Times dimension and a specific Products dimension (e.g., Soap) and its quantity as the measurement of aggregate data. The detail of the data warehouse structure can be seen in Figure  2 . In Table 3 , we show a data order of one week's transactions across the time dimension from Monday to Sunday with only a product dimension of Soap. We find its weighted moving average quantity. First, count the SUM of 7 records data is 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 = 28. Then count each row one by one from first record Time Dim (Monday), quantity 100 become 100 × (1/28) = 3.571 until the last row record Time Dim (Sunday), quantity 280 become 280 × (7/ 28) = 57.857. ∑Processes as the weighted moving average = 245.356. Finally, all records which are less than its weighted moving average quantity (e.g., quantity 100, 120, 200) will be pruned out.
Unlike others, ModusFilter algorithm basically selects the modus measurement of aggregate data in DW such as quantity sold, amount sold, and so forth. Based on this consideration, we are only interested in providing relevant data that satisfy the modus measurement of aggregate data in DW. This will reduce the number of rows in DW which are not interested to be mined and, consequently, will reduce the time processing to find the interesting rules. For example, we want to pre-process data for mining association rules in DW by focusing on certain Times dimension, specific Products dimension (e.g., Soap) and its quantity as the measurement of aggregate data (see Figure 2 for detail Sales Data Warehouse). As can be seen in Table 4 , we show a data order by one week transaction across Times dimension from Monday to Sunday with Products dimension only Soap. We find quantity 400 is the modus measurement of quantity since it has the most frequent quantity that was bought in that week. Then all the data whose quantity is not 400 (e.g., quantity 500, 600, 700) will be ignored.
The rest of the section in this paper is organised as follows. The second section describes the background of data warehouse modelling, association rules and hybrid association rules both on transactional data and data warehouses. The third section explains the related work. It is then followed by the description of our proposed algorithms in the fourth section. In the fifth section, we mine association rules in DW using both non-repeatable and repeatable predicates. The sixth section presents some performance results showing the effectiveness of our methods, based on applying these methods to data from a sales data warehouse. Finally, the last section concludes the paper.
BACKGROUND
In this section we provide a short introduction of star schema and a multidimensional model followed by mining association rules. We will use both of these concepts in our proposed algorithms.
Star Schema and Multidimensional Model in Data Warehouses
A data warehouse is typically built using star schema (Chaudhuri & Dayal, 1999; Inmon, 1996; Kamber & Han, 2001) , where it has more than one dimension and each dimension corresponds to one or more fact tables. Dimensions store the description of business dimensions (e.g., Products, Customers, Times, Channels and Promotions), while fact tables consist of aggregate data of measurements such as quantity sold, amount sold (Chaudhuri & Dayal, 1999; Kamber & Han, 2001) . A data ware- house is an integrated database, which is used to store all information from different database formats and locations. It is separated from the transactional database where it consists only of historical data. It is built based on the particular purpose such as sales, marketing, and so forth. It is updated periodically on the basis of time, such as per week, months, quarter, and only can be updated by the backend user such as database administrator (DBA; Inmon, 1996) . As shown in Figure 2 , a data warehouse is built using a star schema. It has five dimensions and one sales fact table. The dimensions are Products, Times, Customers, Channels and Promotions dimension. A fact table contains all reference keys from all dimensions and two measurements data: quantity and dollar_sold.
As shown in Figure 3 , we used a multidimensional model to view the data warehouse (Chaudhuri & Dayal, 1999; Kamber & Han, 2001) . As shown in the example, there is a multidimensional model that involves three dimensions (products, customers and times). We can view information lays on those dimensions such as finding information of products between numbers 10 and 100 and customers between numbers 20 and 100 in year 2000. Based on that enquiry, we find that there are 10,000 units involved.
Data warehouses contain aggregate data, which are a summary of all details of operational data from the Online Transaction Processing (OLTP). These data will be kept based on the lowest granularity of data, which it will be stored in a data warehouse (Chaudhuri & Dayal, 1999; Kamber & Han, 2001 ). For example, in Times dimension we have date in format dd-mmyyyy as the lowest granularity of data, so if we have 100 transaction data on 19-10-2000 with different time and quantities in OLTP, these data will be transformed into summarised data for the data warehouse which has only a single transaction on 19-10-2000 that contains aggregate data as the measurements in the fact table in the data warehouse.
Association Rules and Hybrid Association Rules on Transactional Data
In general, data mining can be divided into predictive and descriptive task models (Dunham, 2003; Kamber & Han, 2001 ). A predictive mining task model is concerned with making predictions based on the availability of the current data. While the descriptive mining task model focuses on discovering interesting patterns in the current database. Association rules belong to the descriptive mining task model. The idea is to discover the association between items in the large itemsets in database.
An association rule algorithm was first introduced by Agrawal & Srikant (1994) . By using the Apriori algorithm, the large itemsets, which satisfy the minimum support and can generate rules based on the minimum confidence, can be discovered. An association rule concept was first introduced by Agrawal, Imielinski, & Swami, and it has been applied widely to market basket analysis (1993) . Market basket analysis is a process to discover the associations relating to buying behaviour between items, which are bought together over a period of time. An example of an association rule is as follows:
This rule means that customers who buy cigarettes and lighter together have a support of only 25% of total transactions, while those who buy cigarettes have a confidence or probability of buying a lighter at the same time of 75%. Thus, a formal model of this association rule is Let I = {i 1 Unlike normal association rules for transactional data, hybrid association rules are association rules that engage two or more repeated predicates and usually involve different types of predicates for transactional data. This hybrid association rule uses more than one 
Association Rules and Hybrid Association Rules in Data Warehouses
Mining association rules in data warehouses using either non-repeatable or repeatable dimensions is different from mining association rules in transactional data. When mining association rules in data warehouses, it uses more than one dimension, which is modeled using either a star schema or a multidimensional model. The key to mining association rules in data warehouses is the ability to explore the integrated information that exists in fact tables, since in a fact table all information keys are connected to each dimension, and measurement of aggregate data is available. When mining data warehouses, we no longer use the transaction id on transactional resources or a single table with multiple fields such as table customers (e.g., age, credit limits, number of cars) to discover the interesting patterns. Here, we use all information from dimensions, and measurement of aggregate data (e.g., quantity), because we want to find the interesting patterns.
We define non-repeatable association rules in data warehouses as association rules, which engage two or more dimensions where only one dimension can have multiple attributes while the others work as grouping dimensions. For example, suppose we want to discover interesting patterns limited to three dimensions: Times, Channels, and Products dimensions, as follows (see Figure 3 for detail of data warehouse structure):
{Times Dimension, Channels Dimension, Products Dimension} {d 1 ('January 1998') 
Here only the Products dimension can have multiple attributes, while the rest of the dimensions work only as the grouping dimensions. The Times dimension works as the first grouping dimension, and the Channels dimension works as the second grouping dimension. The possible association rules examples of those selected dimensions are:
The rule means that in January 1998 (Times dimension) with sold products through direct sales (on Channels dimension) found that Bread (on the products dimension) has sold 250 thousands units together with Milk sold is 500 thousands units a 25% share of the total transaction. The probability of those selected dimensions when Bread and Milk are sold together is 15%.
We define hybrid association rules in data warehouses as association rules which engage two or more repeated dimensions in data warehouses where two or more of its dimensions can have multiple attributes. With hybrid association rules, we are also concerned about the interval, repeated dimensions, and measurement of summarised data in data warehouses, such as quantity. For example, suppose we want to discover interesting patterns limited to three dimensions: Times, Customers, and Products dimension, as follows (see Figure 2 for detail of data warehouse structure):
{Times Dimension, Customers Dimension, Products Dimension} {d 1 ('1998-2000') ,
Here only the Times dimension works as the grouping dimension, while the rest of the dimensions can have multiple attributes. An example of such a hybrid association rule in data warehouses is as follows:
As shown by the above rule, the Customers and Products dimensions became repeatable dimensions while the Times dimension appears only once. Thus, the rule means that in the years between 1998 and 2000, customers in Melbourne buy 500 car units then customers in Sydney also buy 250 car units with a support of 10% of total sales across those dimensions, and in those years those customers in Melbourne buying 500 car units, then customers in Sydney also buying 250 car units have a confidence or probability of 20%.
Thus, a formal model for mining association rules in data warehouses is as follows: Let Val = {A n …A m } be an interval or classification value on a selected dimension. Let D = {d 1 Hybrid Association Rules:
Non-hybrid Association Rules:
Based on explanations in the previous section, the concept of association rules and hybrid association rules for transaction data and the data warehouse will be different. In association rules for transactional data, we find interesting patterns based on a single data; in a data warehouse, we find interesting patterns based on the summarised data. With our approach, measurements in the fact table in the DW are really important for mining nonhybrid and hybrid association rules in data warehouses.
RELATED WORKS
Mining association rules are divided into seven different types: Boolean association rules (Agrawal, Imielinski, & Swami, 1993; Agrawal & Srikant, 1994; Han & Fu, 1995; Mannila, Toivonen, & Verkamo, 1994; Park, Chen, & Yu, 1995; Savasere, Omiecinski, Navathe, 1995; Toivonen, 1996) ; generalised association rules (Srikant & Agrawal, 1995) ; multilevel association rules (Han & Fu, 1995) ; metarule-guided association rules (Kamber, Han, & Chiang, 1997) ; and multidimensional data mining (Guenzel, Albrecht, & Lehner, 1999) . Boolean association rules, also known as traditional association rules, were first introduced by Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami (1993) and mine interesting associations between items, which are bought together in a market basket. It uses minimum support and confidence to discover the frequency of the items. This support and confidence eliminate uninteresting rules by requiring input from the user. A large number of algorithms, which use the same concept as Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami (1993) have been proposed to efficiently discover large itemsets (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994; Han & Fu, 1995; Mannila, Toivonen, & Verkamo, 1994; Park, Chen, & Yu, 1995; Savasere, Omiecinski, Navathe, 1995; Toivonen, 1996) . The hash-based technique can be applied to reduce the number of candidates when finding large itemsets by using a hash table (Park, Chen, & Yu, 1995) ; transaction reduction can be used to reduce the number of transactions scanned in the future iteration (Han & Fu, 1995) ; the partition technique (Mannila, Toivonen, & Verkamo, 1994) can be implemented by requiring two database scans to discover the frequent large itemsets; and a sampling technique (Toivonen, 1996) is used to get a random sample data from a give database and finding the frequent itemsets from the sample data rather than from the database. After finding the large itemsets, the next step of mining association rules is rule generation, where we generate rules based on large itemsets and a given minimum confidence such as:
Mining generalised association rules are bottom-up processes which use a taxonomy concept to combine all lower level attributes into a specific taxonomy level for categorical data (Srikant & Agrawal, 1995) . This method works to find frequent large items at the lowest or raw level data and then progressively going up to its higher level of taxonomy. The intention behind this method is that the former works on association rules (Agrawal, Imielinski, & Swami, 1993; Agrawal & Srikant, 1994; Han & Fu, 1995; Mannila, Toivonen, & Verkamo, 1994; Park, Chen, & Yu, 1995; Savasere, Omiecinski, Navathe, 1995; Toivonen, 1996) , only considering items in association rules in onelevel items. Meanwhile, in reality, items usually are displayed according to their taxonomical level. For example, Soap is put under the bathroom taxonomy level. Moreover, this kind of mining association rules consider only one uniform minimum support across taxonomical level. This mining generalised association rules works only on a single dimension Boolean data. It uses transactional data as the main resource for mining association rules. This mining association rules is also only applicable to intraassociation rules relationships with a distinct predicate.
As show in Figure 4 , there are two kinds of taxonomical levels: Computer and Computer Accessories. The Computers taxonomy consists of two different products: Desktop Computers and Notebooks. The Desktop Level has two different groups of items: Built Up-Desktop (factory brand desktop) and Local-Desktop (users build their own desktop). Assume that its uniform minimum support is 20%. It commonly happens that the higher taxonomical level has a bigger minimum support. For example, Desktop from Computers taxonomical branch has a higher sup-port then Local-Desktop since Desktop items are combined from all items from the Built Up-Desktop and Local-Desktop.
Mining multilevel association rules are top-down processes where there is a multilevel of data abstraction, to group the items according to the specified levels (Han & Fu, 1995) . This concept broadens the capability of Apriori algorithm (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994 ) from leaf-level association rules to cope with multilevel data abstractions. The algorithm first discovers frequent large items at the highest level of data abstraction and continually sharpens the process to the lower level of data abstraction. This approach has a similar concept with the approach to mining generalised association rules (Srikant & Agrawal, 1995) . The main difference of this approach compared with that in Srikant and Agrawal (1995) is that it uses a different minimum support for each different data abstraction level and it works from the highest level of data abstraction to the lowest level. This approach argues that a uniform minimum support, which is applicable to all abstraction levels, will lead to discovering a lot of non-meaningful associations at its higher levels. If the user puts the minimum support for all levels too high, it will miss the interesting association items at the lowest level, since the lowest level usually has a low minimum support (see Figure 4) . Moreover, this mining concept works only on a single dimension Boolean data. It uses transactional data as the main resource for mining association rules and is also applicable only to an intra-association rules relationship with a distinct predicate.
Mining quantitative association rules in large relational tables is the development of traditional association rules to handle non-Boolean data (Srikant & Agrawal, 1996) . The main idea of this approach is to map non-Boolean attribute values such as quantitative and categorical data to Boolean data values with a specific mapping code. For quantitative attributes, it uses an interval range to partition those values, while with categorical attributes it uses only a single integer value as the mapping code. Partial completeness of measurement is applied to minimise the information lost by partitioning. Through this measurement, equi-depth partitioning is used to make a partition for quantitative attributes since it seems to work optimally (Srikant & Agrawal, 1996) . An example of an association rule is as follows:
<Income: 10k…20k> and <Married:
No> → <NumCars: 1> {sup = 30%; conf = 15%} The rule means that unmarried people with an income of between ten thousand dollars and twenty thousand dollars having only one car have 30% of support and probability of 15%. Income attribute is a quantitative attribute where the decision to make the number of partitions and width of partition intervals depends on the user defined partial completeness of measurement. Married attribute is a categorical attribute whose value will be mapped into an integer value. NumCars is a quantitative attribute with no partition since it has only a single integer value. Moreover, this mining concept is suitable for non-Boolean data which uses transactional data as the main resource for mining association rules and is also applicable only to inter-association rules relationships with a distinct predicate.
Metarule-guided association rules for multidimensional databases are a set of rule templates that are used to guide the mining processes on multidimensional databases in order to discover interesting patterns according to user-specific expectation (Kamber, Han, & Chiang, 1997) . This idea emphasises that multidimensional databases are complex databases that involve a lot of cubes, resulting in an increase in the number of rules. Thus in order to efficiently discover interesting rules, metarule is important to reduce the search space. An example of such a metarule is as follows:
The example of a rule found is as follows:
The metarule means that it uses only two different predicates on a multidimensional database where A and B are the predicate values specifically where customers only buy Games Software with minimum support of 40% and minimum confidence of 40%. The example of the rule states that on the predicate Lives in Melbourne with Occupation as a student it has support of 45% and confidence of 50% to buy Games Software. That example satisfies the user metarule. Moreover, this mining concept is suitable for non-Boolean data where it uses multidimensional data as the main resources for mining association rules; it has no taxonomical or classification of data abstraction; all attributes are put into the same level; and are also only applicable to an inter-association rules relationship with a distinct predicate (Kamber, Han, & Chiang, 1997) .
Multidimensional-guided data mining works by using inter-dimensional association rules where it has no repeated predicates with non-Boolean data (Guenzel, Albrecht, & Lehner, 1999) . This approach tends to add more capability, which has not been proposed in Kamber, Han, & Chiang (1997) , which uses classification by applying the granularity levels which exist on dimensions. This approach is slightly different from others; minimum support is counted based on the quantity of the attribute, not on the frequency of the data. Attributes that do not satisfy the minimum quantity will be ignored. For example, ten sold Soap in a specific shop during a particular time interval corresponds to ten single sales. Although it uses the data warehouse to mine association rules, it still keeps the transaction id from operational databases while it transforms to the data warehouse database. An example of an association rule is as follows:
The previous example uses 1,000 units as the minimum support of all levels. There are three dimensions involved: Products, Customers, and Times. The rule means that 1,250 units of Soap were sold to customers in Melbourne on January 1998. The confidence is counted based on the support quantity of Soap in Melbourne in January 1998 divided by the support quantity of Soap for all customers in the region and all times.
Mining association rules in data warehouses is our proposed method. Mining association rules in data warehouses using either non-repeatable or repeatable dimensions are different when mining association rules in transactional data. When mining association rules in data warehouses, it uses more than one dimension, which is modelled either using a star schema or a multidimensional model. The key to mining association rules in data warehouses is the ability to explore the integrated information that exists in fact tables, since in a fact table all information keys connect to each dimension, and measurements of aggregate data are available. When mining data warehouses, we no longer use the transaction id on transactional resources or a single table with multiple fields such as table customers (e.g., age, credit limits, number of cars) to discover the interesting patterns. Here, we use all information from dimensions, measurement of aggregate data (e.g., quantity) with which we want to find the interesting patterns. In short, this mining concept is suitable for non-Boolean data and summarisation data, where it uses data warehouses as the main resources for mining association rules. It is capable of handling interval or classification of data abstraction, all attributes that have been defined on its dimensions, and also only applicable to an inter-association rules relationship with either distinct predicates or repeatable predicates.
As shown in Table 5 , each mining type is divided according to its dimensionality, level capability and its predicates. Boolean association rules, generalised association rules and multilevel association rules work only on an intra-dimension association relationship (rely on a single dimension) whereas quantitative association rules, metarule-guided association rules, multidimensional data mining, and mining association rules in data warehouses (our proposed method) are capable in an inter- Table 6 , Boolean association rules, generalised association rules, multilevel association rules and quantitative association rules are applied to transactional databases with limited tables, while metarule-guided association rules and multidimensional data mining technique are suitable for multidimensional databases. The definition of multidimensional databases are databases which broaden the transactional database to handle more than one dimension, but still keep the detail transactional id from transaction data. Mining association rules in data warehouses work in both multidimensional databases and data warehouses, since data warehouses can be built using multidimensional models and are not the same as multidimensional databases, which are built from transactional data. Data warehouses do not have the same structure as their transactional resources since in data warehouses all the data are summarised and aggregated.
As shown in Table 7 , mining association rules in data warehouses can handle both non-Boolean data and summarised data (e.g., quantity, total prices). The summarised data here is one of the character- Agrawal and Srikant (1994) , Han and Fu (1995) , Mannila, Toivonen, and Verkamo (1994) , Park, Chen, and Yu (1995) , Savasere, Omiecinski, and Navathe (1995) , and Toivonen (1996) , that they all involve finding a frequent itemset on a single dimension without being concerned with the quantity or categorical attributes. Moreover, Agrawal (1995, 1996) introduce the use of hierarchical, quantitative and categorical attributes for mining association rules, but still use only transactional data. However, these approaches lack the relevancy of combinations in mining with the interval or classification taxonomical level of data abstraction. Furthermore, in Guenzel, Albrecht, and Lehner (1999) and Kamber, Han, and Chaing (1997) , more than one predicate or dimension has been used. However, it only uses transactional data to be modelled in a multidimensional view without any classification or use of measurement of aggregate data. Finally Guenzel, Albrecht, and Lehner (1999) use quantity as one attribute of measurement of aggregate data, which is also capable of handling classification. However, this approach is not good enough since using quantity as the minimum support will prevent the user from finding interesting patterns. The user may not be aware of the quantity that is suitable to be mined. It would be better to have an algorithm that finds the average quantity of the measurement of data as this will not eliminate the probability of erasing frequent itemsets, which it may important to mine. This has encouraged us to propose a concept for mining association rules in a data warehouse by using the measurement of data as all data in a data warehouse has been aggregated. Our approach can handle either distinct predicates or hybrid predicates, and classification or interval data in dimensions.
PRE-PROCESS ALGORITHMS FOR MINING DATA WAREHOUSES
We propose four algorithms to produce the extracted data from a data warehouse to be used for mining association rules. These algorithms are HAvg, VAvg, ModusFilter, and WMAvg. The algorithms focus on quantitative attribute of the fact table such as quantity in order to prepare an initialised data for mining association rules in a data warehouse. We prepare the data from a data warehouse using the following SELECT statement: The previous example uses three dimensions: Times, Channels, and Products dimensions (see Figure 2 for the data warehouse structure). It also uses quantity as the measurement of the summarised data. The query finds all records data that existed in January 1998, with direct sales of specific men's jeans products.
VAvg Algorithm
Using the VAvg algorithm, we find the average quantity of the defined dimensions vertically. The final product of this algorithm is to provide the initialised table VinitTab to be used next for mining association rules using either non-repeatable dimensions or repeatable dimensions in data warehouses.
We use procedure VAvg to discover an initialised table based on its vertical average quantity (see Figure 5 ). Before creating an initialised table, we create an average quantity table (VAvgTab) to store data dimension-m with its quantity, number, and average (see Table 8 ). The first looping operation (lines 2-9) has a function Check_Key, which is used to check whether the selected row (Db i ) in the selected fact grouped according to their time frames (see Figure 2 for details of these dimensions). Suppose we want to find the average product dimension quantity vertically from the first row of the fact table to the last row. First we search the average quantity of product_id = 1 from the first row May 2000 to the last row Nov 2000. The average quantity of that product is 14.25. Then we eliminate all attributes of that particular product that are less than its average quantity. Finally, we repeat the same processes until we have finished counting all the averages of quantities on the Products dimension.
HAvg Algorithm
Using the proposed HAvg algorithm, we find the average quantity of the defined dimensions horizontally. The data format in the selected fact table is (dm-1.key, dm.key, quantity). We apply the HAvg procedure to create the initialised table (HInitTab) for mining association rules in a data warehouse (see Figure 7) . Before creating the initialised table, we create an average quantity table (HAvgTab) to store the data dimension m-1 with its quantity, number, and average (see Table 8 ). As shown in Figure 7 , the first looping operation (lines 2-8) has a function Check_Key, which is used to check whether the selected row (Dbi) in the selected fact We explain our HAvg algorithm using Table 9 ; we use two dimensions, Products dimension and Customers dimension, to illustrate how the HAvg algorithm works (see Figure 2 for details of those dimensions). The Products dimension is used as the grouping dimension. Thus, attributes on the Customers dimension will be grouped based on Products dimension accordingly. On the Customers dimension, Country_Id is used as the attribute. First, we search the average quantity of product_id = 10 from the first row across Customers dimension. The average quantity of that product is 62.83. Then we delete all attributes from the Customers dimension that are less than its average quantity [e.g., DE(8) , IE(2), NL(32)]. Finally, we continue until we have finished counting all the averages of the Products quantity. 
ModusFilter Algorithm
Using the ModusFilter algorithm, we find the modus quantity of the defined dimensions vertically. The data format in the selected fact table is (d m-1 .key, d m .key, quantity) . We apply procedure ModusFilter to create an initialised table (ModInitTab) for mining association rules in data warehouse (see Figure 8) . Before creating an initialised table, we create a modus quantity table (ModusFilterTab) to store distinct data dimension m with its modus quantity and a temporary table (TmpModusFilterTab) to store data dimension m with its quantity and count (see Table 8 ).
As shown in Figure 8 , the first looping operation (line [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] As shown in Figure 9 , we use the ModusFilter algorithm to find the modus quantity of product dimension vertically from the first row of the fact table to the last row. This example uses Times as d m-1 dimension and Products as d m dimension. First, we search the modus quantity of products.key = 1 from the first row 5 Jan 2000 to the last row 30 Feb 2000. It found that the modus quantity is 20. Then, we delete all rows of that specific product id that are not equal to its modus quantity. Finally, we continue searching until we finish counting all the modus quantity of each product on Products that is involved in the selected user dimensions.
WMAvg Algorithm
The WMAvg algorithm finds the weighted moving average quantity of the defined dimensions vertically, in order to prepare an initialised data for mining association rules in data warehouse. We use the weighted moving average quantity in the fact table on m-dimensions. We prune all rows in the fact table that are less than the weighted moving average quantity, since we assume those rows which are less than its weighted moving average quantity will not form any interesting rules. We apply the WMAvg algorithm to create an initialised table WMAInitTab for mining hybrid association rules in DW (see Figure 10 ). We need to create a weighted moving average quantity table (WMAvgTab) to store distinct dimensions data with its weighted moving average quantity and a temporary table TmpWMA to store distinct data dimensions data with its total record count (see Table 10 ). We have user input dimensions and variables, as follows (see Figure 2 for detailed DW structure):
Dimension, Products Dimension} {d 1 ('January 1998') 
As shown in Table 11 , both Channels dimension and Products dimension are not shown since they have the same value on all record data; only Times dimension and its quantity attribute different on each record data. In order to count data on column Weighted, first count how many records exist (e.g., 11 records). Σ of 11 record data are 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 + 11 = 66, and then divide each record by 66. For example, on record one, then the weighted value is 1/66 and record two, then the weighted value is 2/66 and so on. Next, find each value by multiplying values between columns Quantity and Weighted. For example, on record one, value 8 from column quantity is multiplied by value 1/66 from column weighted and the result is 0.121. Finally, we get the weighted moving average quantity from ∑(Quantity × Weighted) = 21.847. After finding the weighted moving average quantity, delete records that are less than its weighted moving average quantity.
MINING ASSOCIATION RULES IN DATA WAREHOUSES
Mining association rules for data warehouses are categorised into mining non-repeatable association rules and mining repeatable association rules. Non-repeatable association rules in data warehouses are association rules that engage two or more dimensions where only one dimension can have multiple attributes, and where the others work as grouping dimensions. Hybrid association rules in data warehouses are association rules that engage two or more repeated dimensions in data warehouses where two or more of its dimensions can have multiple attributes. In the following sections, we discuss in detail the mining of non-hybrid and hybrid association rules algorithms in data warehouses.
Mining Non-Repeatable Association Rules in Data Warehouses
In order to discover interesting patterns in data warehouses for non-repeatable predicates association rules, we start to take the initialise table (InitTab), which we got from the pre-processes algorithms in the fourth section. Before we explain the GenNLI algorithm used to discover large itemsets on non-repeatable mining association rules in data warehouses, we explain the tables that we will use. (Val) ,…, d m-1 (Val)}, since each of them is just working as a selector. Selector here means that a dimension which always has the same value (see Figure 11) . Table LargeTab is used to store frequent large itemsets (see Table 12 ). Here are the details of our algorithm (see Figure 12 ): • Line 18 creates all large itemsets from table TabProcess with specified user minimum support and inserts the result into table LargeTab. The idea is similar to the algorithm in Bodon (2003) .
After discovering all the large itemsets in table LargeTab, we will have our non-hybrid association rules template as follows:
The explanations of these association rules have been discussed in the third section. However, we want to emphasise that the quantity that we use here is minimum quantity based on the initialised table (e.g., VInitTab, HInitTab, ModusInitTab, WMAInitTab) .
For an example of our proposed algorithm, suppose we want to find large itemsets according to the following dimensions, Here we use three dimensions: Times, Channels and Products. The Channels dimension works as the selector and it will not be used for the mining process. We use the Times dimension only as the grouping dimension and Products dimension's attributes will be grouped according to the Times dimension. Figure 13 gives an example of the use of the VAvg and Apriori algorithm to discover the large itemset in a data warehouse. Suppose a user wants to find rules on the Channel dimension = "Direct Sales," the Time dimension on interval May2000…Nov2000 and all members of the Product dimension with Support = 25% and Confidence = 25%. First, we use the VAvg algorithm to provide the initialised table, and then Apriori uses the initialised table for finding large itemsets in a data warehouse. Finally, we generate rules based on the large itemsets.
Mining Hybrid Association Rules in Data Warehouses
We apply CombineDims algorithm using selected dimensions: {d 2 ('January 1998', 'Direct Sales/MenJeans', '0001') Here we combine two dimensions: Channels and Products, into one new mapping code "001." Before that, we explain our algorithms. As shown in Figure 14 , we apply algorithm to combine selected dimensions before doing hybrid association rules. After creating table HybridTab, we use that table on GenHLI algorithm to discover large itemsets on hybrid mining association rules in data warehouses (see Figure 15) . Here are the details of our algorithm: • Line 13 inserts a new record on table
HybridTabProcess.
• Line 15 creates all large itemsets from • Line 16 changes the mapping code from After discovering all the hybrid large itemsets in table LargeHybridTab, we will have our hybrid association rules template as follows:
The explanations of these hybrid association rules have been discussed in the third section. However, we want to emphasise that the quantity that we use here is the minimum quantity based on the initialised table (e.g., VInitTab, HInitTab, ModusInitTab, WMAInitTab) . 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In our performance experimentations, we use a sample sales data warehouse (Lowry et al. 1992) , which contains five dimensions (e.g., customers dimension, products dimension, promotions dimension, times dimension, and channels dimension) and one sales fact table (see Table 14 ). For a detailed structure of Sales Data Warehouse see Figure 2 . The data warehouse is built using relational OLAP (ROLAP) and is modelled in a star schema, which contains dimension tables for the hierarchies and a fact table for the dimensional attributes and measures. We perform our experiments on a Pentium IV 1,8 Gigahertz CPU with 512MB. We use Oracle9i Database as the data warehouse repository.
Pre-Process Algorithms Results
We count number of rows pruned by the VAvg, HAvg, WMavg and ModusFilter algorithms and compare the effectiveness of those approaches with a No Method approach using single attribute and interval or classification cross dimensions. As shown in Figure 16 , we compare the number of rows produced by our approach using a single attribute with that data (e.g., one-and two-dimensional data) . The overall study of this type of experiment showed that our proposed method has a similar trend across dimensions where both have reduced the rows up to 60% for most of our proposed methods, except for ModusFilter, where it has reduced the rows up to 89% for one-dimensional data and than gradually lower about 70% for four-dimensional data. In contrast to other dimensional data, when five dimensions are used, all approaches produce a similar number of rows and they apparently have the same number of rows as the No Method approach. This is because the numbers of rows involved in these dimensions are few.
As shown in Figure 17 , we compare our approaches with the No Method in classification or interval attributes across five dimensions. The result has shown that our proposed methods have been significantly affected by the number of rows produced Figure 16 , which shows that our proposed method has a similarity trend across dimensions where both have reduced the rows up to 60% for one-dimensional data to fivedimensional data for most of our proposed methods, except for ModusFilter, where it has reduced the rows up to 88% for onedimensional data and then gradually lower to about 68% for four-dimensional data.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 18 , we use a combination of five dimensions with interval and single attribute and compare the effectiveness with our approach. The overall study on this type of experiment has shown a fewer number of rows is reduced with our proposed methods when compared with the No Method approach. This can be explained since the numbers of data involved in this experiment are too few. Our proposed methods work well with a high volume of data. This is ideal, since in real life we need a huge volume of data to find interesting patterns extracted from data warehouses.
Mining Non-Repeatable Association Rules Results
Here, we count the number of rows pruned by the VAvg, HAvg, WMavg and ModusFilter algorithms and compare the effectiveness of those approaches with the No Method approach across three-dimensional data to five-dimensional data. We will use those data as the initialised table for mining non-repeatable association rules in Figures 20, 21 and 22. As shown in Figure  19 , for three-dimensional data to five-dimensional data, our proposed methods, Vavg, Havg and WMAvg, have pruned the rows up to 59%. While ModusFilter approach has reduced 88% for three-dimensional data to four-dimensional data and for five-dimensional data, it has pruned 86%, which is 2% higher than other dimensions when compared with the No Method approach. The overall results of this experiment have shown that our proposed methods have reduced significant rows when compared with the No Method approach where ModusFilter method has eliminated more rows than others.
As shown on Figure 20 , we use threedimensional data with four different minimum supports (e.g., 0.75%, 1%, 1.5% and 2%) to discover large itemsets for non-repeatable association rules in data warehouses using our proposed methods with the comparison with No Method approach. For all minimum supports, the ModusFilter method has produced 99% large items less than No Method approach. While other approaches have discovered 99% to 96% less large items for 0.75% minimum support to 2% minimum support. As shown in Figure 21 , we use fourdimensional data with four different minimum supports (e.g., 0.75%, 1%, 1.5% and 2%) to discover large itemsets for non-repeatable association rules in data warehouses using our proposed methods with Figure 22 , we use fivedimensional data with four different minimum supports (e.g., 0.75%, 1%, 1.5% and 2%) to discover large itemsets for non-repeatable association rules in data warehouses using our proposed methods in comparison with the No Method approach. For minimum support 0.75% to 2%, ModusFilter has reduced the number of discovered large items within interval 2% from 98% to 92%. Meanwhile, the Havg algorithm has discovered fewer large items within interval 2% from 96% to 90% and others have produced 95% to 88% large items fewer when compared with the No Method approach. 
Supports
As shown in Figures 24 and 25 , we use three-and four-dimensional data with four different minimum supports (e.g., 0.75%, 1%, 1.5% and 2%) to discover large itemsets for hybrid association rules in data warehouses using our proposed methods with the comparison with No Method approach. For 0.75% minimum support, all our proposed methods have produced 99% large items fewer than No Method approach. For minimum supports 1% to 2%, Vavg, Havg and WMAvg have discovered 94% to 86% large items fewer than the No Method approach, while Modus Filter has produced 97% to 95% large items less.
As shown in Figure 26 , we use fivedimensional data with four different minimum supports (e.g., 0.75%, 1%, 1.5% and 2%) to discover large itemsets for hybrid association rules in data warehouses using our proposed methods with the comparison with the No Method approach. For minimum support 0.75%, ModusFilter has discovered more large items (97%) if compared with other proposed methods (99%). However, for other supports 1% to 2%, ModusFilter has discovered fewer large items up to 95% less than others. This can be explained since on minimum support 0.75% ModusFilter has a lot of large items with a similar supports, which is 0.99%, then when it comes to minimum support of 1%, all the large items which are less then 1% support will be deleted. This condition has made on support 1% the large items are much less than before minimum support. The overall study on discovering large items for mining hybrid association rules in data warehouses in Figures 24, 25 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The need for a framework for mining data warehouses is really important, as data warehouses have been used widely to store the integrated database in business applications. Without a specific framework it would be difficult to mine interesting rules hidden in data warehouses.
We have proposed the VAvg, HAvg, WMAvg and ModusFilter algorithms to provide efficient data initialisation for mining association rules in data warehouses by concentrating on the measurement of aggregate data, specifically on its quantity. Those algorithms mainly work by filtering the data taken from a data warehouse. Only data that has satisfied the user input variables and the minimum average of quantity for VAvg, HAvg, and WMAvg will be used or those that satisfy the modus quantity will be used. These algorithms are very important as pre-process steps to filter data from data warehouses, since data warehouses have a large volume of data, but we only want to find prospective data, which may produce a high quality of association rules.
We also have proposed the GenNLI algorithm to discover large itemsets on mining non-repeatable and ComDims and GenHLI to find large itemsets on mining hybrid association rules in data warehouses. Those algorithms took data from our preprocess algorithms, which are VAvg, HAvg, WMAvg and ModusFilter algorithms, to discover interesting patterns in data warehouses.
We have also tested VAvg, HAvg, WMAvg and ModusFilter algorithms. The overall studies found that, by using our al-gorithms, we can significantly reduce the number of rows to be used as the initialised table for mining association rules in a data warehouse. Moreover, by using our pre-process algorithms for mining non-repeatable and hybrid association rules in data warehouse, the experimental results have shown that up to 99% fewer large itemsets are discovered when compared with the No Method approach.
For future works, we will consider developing new algorithms to provide a direct connection between those proposed algorithms, which may enhance the effectiveness to discover interesting large itemsets in data warehouses, and investigate the quality of rule generation on our proposed algorithms.
